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because the tame olive tree the central image in the allegory
ofofzenoszenos I11 represents a historical people the house of israel jacob
53 it follows that at least some of the other symbols and allusions
in the allegory concern actual events and people in history in fact
the reason the prophet jacob delivered zenos allegory of the olive
tree to the nephitesNephites was to explain a mystery namely how israel
after having rejected jesus christ as their sure foundation
jacob 417 could everreturnever return and build on him in this world 2

if the allegory is meant to explain actual events in the temporal
and spiritual history of the house of israel the allegory must be
understandable in a temporal and spiritual sense nevertheless
though jacob did comment tangentially on the allegory no satisfacsatisfac
tory explanation of the historical significance and the temporal
referents in the allezallegoryoryorv exists 3 one treatise on the subject even
states that it is impossible to ascribe a timetable to the various
allegorical scenes described by zenos 4 I1 will demonstrate that
many of the historical metaphors in the allegory can be placed in
time with relative precision that some can be located in space and
that much can be said about their significance

with one exception I1 will not discuss at length the metaphors
in the allegory most of them have been identified previously and do
not require lengthy explanations but rather are accepted here with
little commentary 5 the tame olive tree the dominant metaphor in
the allegory symbolizes the house of israel jacob 53 the wild
olive trees therefore refer to non israelites the vineyard in which
the olive trees both wild and tame have been planted is the world
jacob 63 577 the decay in the tame tree represents apostasy

from the gospel of jesus christ several commentaries equate the
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roots with progenitors no doubt this interpretation comes from a
prosaic belief that if the word root means progenitors in malachi
4411 it must mean that in all scriptural contexts departing from this
interpretation the book ofmormonof mormon student manual suggests that
the roots represent the covenants associated with the house of
israel 6 I1 would suggest that the symbol of the roots represents a
broader referent namely the gospel of jesus christ including its
covenants this suggestion is based on the assumption that the
good word ofgod the gospel in jacob 67 that nourished the tree

must refer to the roots 7 the other elements of the allegory either
require no explanation or no consensus has yet been reached 8

assignment of the events in the allegory to approximate
historical time periods a prerequisite to any interpretation must
start by determining the dates of the beginning and the end the
allegory begins in verse 3 with the founding of the house of israel
by the patriarchs abraham isaac and jacobisraelJacob Israel 9 because the
most probable time period for the patriarchs lies within the middle
bronze age 2100 1600 BC the historical beginning of the alle-
gory must fall in that period 10 the allegory ends with the last verse
of the chapter when the good and bad fruit are gathered and then fire
destroys the vineyard therefore since the vineyard stands for the
world the allegory concludes with the destruction of the earth by
fire after the millennium 11 all other time periods of the allegory
must fit within these parameters

the time sequences represented in the allegory from the first
cultivation of the tame olive tree to the destruction of the vineyard
can be conveniently divided into seven periodsperiods1212 1 verse 3 the
founding of the house of israel the taking and nourishing of the
tame olive tree sometime in the first half of the second millennium
BC and the aging thereof in the latter half of the same millennium
2 verses 4 14 the nurturing starting approximately 1200 BC

through the scattering of the house of israel culminating near 600
BC 3 verses 15 28 the day of the gentiles 13 approximately the
first century of the christian era 4 verses 29 499 the great
apostasy up to about 1820 5 verses 50 74 the gathering of israel
beginning in 1820 6 verses 75 76 the millennium and 7 verse
77 the end of the world I1 will discuss these periods in this order

FIRST PERIOD THE FOUNDING AND AGING
OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL VERSE 3

the founding years of the house of israel the starting point of
the allegory date to the first half of the second millennium BC the
most likely setting for the patriarchal age by the end of verse 3
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however the tree had already waxed old an indication that con-
siderablesiderable time had passed since the tree was first cultivated probably
four to six hundred years or more 14 in addition the tree had begun to
decay that is apostasy against the gospel of jesus christ had arisen in
the house of israel if the lord of the vineyard did not take appropriate
measures the tree would continue to decay and eventually die at this
point long after the planting of the tree the lord paid a visit to his
vineyard thus initiating the second period

SECOND PERIOD THE NURTURING AND scattering
OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL VERSES 4 14

the lord of the vineyard on seeing his now venerable tree and
the decay therein outlined a course of action to correct the situation
to rejuvenate the tree and then to plant offshootsoffshoots of the tame olive
tree in other parts of his vineyard in the first stage of his efforts he
stimulated the aged tree to produce younger branches that could
bear good fruit and it came to pass that the master of the vineyard
went forth and he saw that his olive tree began to decay and he
said I1 will prune it and dig about it and nourish it that perhaps it
may shoot forth young and tender branches and it perish not v 4
beginning with prophets such as moses samuel elijah isaiah and
others the lord attempted to reclaim the house of israel from
apostasy even with this effort and after working a period of many
days the lord met with only minimal success the olive tree
began to put forth somewhat a little young and tender branches v 6
while most of the tree continued to deteriorate As the allegory also
makes clear the rulers and the ruling class the main top of the
tree were with few exceptions almost beyond recovery v 6

two examples of this apostasy suffice jeroboam the initial
king of the northern kingdom introduced calf icons at the cultic
sites of dan and bethel thus establishing one of the great political
cultic sins of king and people in the old testament 1 I1 kgsggs 1225
33 1530 15 manasseh a king of the southern kingdom ushered
in one of the most condemned reigns in biblical history summa-
rized in one verse but they the kingdom ofofjudahjudah hearkened not
and manasseh seduced them to do more evil than did the nations
whom the lord destroyed before the children of israel 2 kgsggs
219 16 it is no wonder that the lord of the vineyard grieved that he
11 should lose this tree v 7 that is that the house of israel should
cease to exist as a cultural entity

at this juncture the lord of the vineyard instructed the servant
to take three additional measures go and pluck the branches from
a wild olive tree and bring them hither unto me and we will pluck
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off those main branches which are beginning to wither away and
we will cast them into the fire that they may be burned and behold
saith the lord of the vineyard I1 take away many of these young and
tender branches and I1 will graft them whithersoever I1 will vv 7
8 these three steps entailed cutting out those parts of israel in
apostasy mainly the upper classes and destroying them grafting
into israel other peoples and placing some of the young and tender
natural branches of the house of israel in other parts of the vineyard

the first step was accomplished at least in part when the lord
through the Assyrians brought about the destruction of israel by
about 720 BC and of parts of judah within the next twenty years
and through the babylonians the final destruction of judah in
approximately 586 BC

in at least two stages after 720 BC the assyrianssyriansAs helped fulfillfulfil
the second set of instructions by moving other peoples into the
territorial vacuum created when they substantially depopulated
israel 17 these imported peoples at least to some extent inter
married with the remaining israelites producing a new cultural
melding the israelites thatwere carried into captivity by the Assyrians
as well as the judahite captives of the babylonians probably inter
married with their non israelite neighbors and accepted new cul-
tural elements 18

the third measure the lord of the vineyard proposed involved
transporting puerile groups of israelites to other lands away from
palestine we certainly do not know the full extent or all of the
means the lord used to scatter israel the deportation of people
from israel and judah was part of this process as was the departure
of the lehiteslekitesLehites alluded to in the allegory certainly other groups
were led away also

if it is possible from the allegory to make observations about
thenatureofthe nature of the scattering of israel I1 would suggest two conclusions
first the apostate branches of israel were not scattered but destroyed
we will pluck them off and cast them into the fire v 7 this

statement does not necessarily refer to apostate individuals but
certainly it applies to cultic political and cultural continuity
second the branches that were scattered were young and tender
v 8 that is they were at the time of their scattering still formable

and capable of bearing good fruit
with parts of the house of israel scattered over much of the

surface of the earth with intermarriage between israelites and non
israelites and with the subsequent cultural shifts both in and outside
ofpalestine perhaps the tree would be saved for the result we must
turn to the next period
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THIRD PERIOD THE DAY OF THE GENTILES VERSES 15 28

the allegory provides three bits of information that add
precision to the dating of the period I1 have termed the day of the
gentiles first after the nurturing of israel and the scattering of the
puerile and pliable branches of israel the lord allowed a long
time to elapse before coming to inspect the vineyard v 15 19 if
the removal of the decayed parts of the house of israel from
palestine was essentially completed and the scattering of the young
and tender branches of israel well underway by about 586 BC then
the day of the gentiles must have been considerably later than this
date how much later can be determined by the next indication

second when the lord eventually returned to the vineyard he
discovered that the mother tree with the gentiles grafted in had
produced tame fruit v 18 the only historical period when israel
with gentile grafts produced good fruit came at the time of christs
mortal ministry and in the decades following thus the tentative
dates for the third era in the allegory the day of the gentiles can
be placed around the time of christ about six hundred years after
the closing of the previous period

this dating is confirmed by the third bit of information in this
section the last transplanted tree placed in a good spot of ground
yea even that which was choice unto the lord above all other parts
of the land of his vineyard v 43 produced at this time part good
and part evil branches 20 the choicest spot of land on the whole
earth in which the transplanted branch of israel produced both a
good and an evil culture can refer only to the righteous and
unrighteous lehiteslekites in the americas 21 and the historical setting can
only have been before the great apostasy 22 the date for this part
of the allegory must also be the first christian century

after seeing that the good fruit of all the trees was gathered and
that the last transplant was nurtured so that its evil parts might bring
forth good fruit the lord left his vineyard not to return for some
time upon his return the fourth period received definition

FOURTH PERIOD THE GREAT APOSTASY VERSES 2929949

when the lord arrived again after a long time v 29 to
inspect his vineyard he found that the mother tree had brought
forth much fruit and there is none of it which is good and behold
there are all kinds ofbad fruit v 32 this is precisely the situation
of the christian world as described by the lord to the prophet
joseph in the sacred grove JSJSHH 111919 the mother tree in israel
after having bomborn much good fruit in the early christian era had
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become entirely corrupt As for the first transplanted branches they
also carriedcarded nothing but bad fruit in addition the good section ofthe
last tree the righteous lehiteslekitesLehites had been entirely destroyed by the
evil branch the apostate lehiteslekitesLehites so that nothing but wild fruit
remained on it the apostasy had been complete and universal in all
the trees representing israel

the allegory suggests a reason for the apostasy when the
lord of the vineyard asked his servant what caused the corruption
of his vineyard the servant answered Is it not the loftiness of thy
vineyard have not the branches thereof overcome the roots which
are good and because the branches have overcome the roots
thereof behold they grew faster than the strength of the roots taking
strength unto themselves v 48 in general pride arrogance and
vanity all synonyms of loftiness allowed branches of the
house of israel to usurp the authority of the gospel of jesus christ
nullifying any restraints the gospel might have exerted to stem the
spread of the apostasy the proud arrogant and vain branches
appropriated strength from their own conceits and not from the
gospel of jesus christ

it is at this point that the lord proposed a total destruction of
the trees in his vineyard let us go to and hew down the trees of the
vineyard and cast them into the fire that they shall not cumber the
ground of my vineyard for I1 have done all what could I1 have done
more for my vineyard v 49 what need did he have of trees that
produce only unprofitable fruit better to cut down the trees bum
them and make something else out of the vineyard 23 after all the
lord had done everything possible to save the world from apostasy
yet the lords servant counseled him to spare the world for a little
time and the lord accepted the advice now began the fifth era of
time in the allegory

FIFMFIFTH PERIOD THETBE GATHERINGGATBERING OF ISRAEL VERSES 50 74

the text states explicitly that between the scattering of israel
and the day of the gentiles and again between the day of the
gentiles and the lords acknowledgment of the great apostasy a
long time passed away v 15 unlike the long passages of time
between these previous periods the allegory makes it clear that no
significant time transpired between the acknowledgment of the
great apostasy and the beginnings of the gathering of israel vv 49
through 52 this assessment is of course exactly how latter day
saints read history on a spring day in 1820 the world turned away
from total submersion in apostasy and took the first steps that would
begin the gathering to be sure the aggregate of the first decade was
minuscule but the gathering had commenced
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the gathering described in the allegory is also deliberately slow

wherefore dig about them and prune them and dung them once
more for the last time for the end draweth nigh and if it be so that
these last grafts shall grow and bring forth the natural fruit then shall
ye prepare the way for them that they may grow and as they begin
to grow ye shall clear away the branches which bring forth bitter fruit
according to the strength of the good and the size thereof and ye shall
not clear away the bad thereof all at once lest the roots thereof should
be too strong for the graft and the graft thereof shall perish and I1 lose
the trees of my vineyard vv 64 65

from the transplanted tame trees that had become wild natural
branches would be cut and grafted back into the mother tree and
from the mother tree that had also become wild branches would be
grafted into the transplanted tame trees As these branches gained
strength and as the roots could bear it the branches that continued
to produce wild fruit would eventually be pruned out and destroyed

this process is observable not anly in the history of the
church but also in contemporary stakes and missions through the
missionary program individuals are brought into the church these
new members remain in the church and serve more or less faith-
fully for a number of years but some of these new twigs and boughs
fail to progress with the rest of the membership As was the case
during the great apostasy pride prevents them from changing and
repenting they leave the church or just fade away usually taking
their posterity with them in time such boughs are pruned out of the
tree at the same time the lord of the vineyard continues to work with
those branches and individuals that can still be reclaimed or improved

this period is however the last time the lord of the vineyard
will through grafting and pruning clean and purify the vineyard
vv 62 63 he will continue this process until the vineyard is free of

degeneracy or corruption and the whole earth is full ofhis glory when
the earth no longer produces evil the sixth or penultimate epoch of the
allegory will commence

SIXTH PERIOD THE millennium VERSES 75 76

unlike the other periods so far discussed the benefit of
hindsight is not available at present however lack of hindsight
does not prevent discussing the points made in this section of the
allegory of this thousand yearperiod the allegory simply states that
the lord will for a long time lay up of the fruit of his vineyard
unto his own self v 76 24 there will be no corruption on the
earth during this time the lord of the vineyard saw that his fruit
was good and that his vineyard was no more corrupt and the bad
was cast away v 75 when after this long time branches of
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the tree again begin to degenerate and bad fruit appears the
millennium will have concluded and the seventh and final epoch of
the allegory will have begun

SEVENTH PERIOD THE END OF THE WORLD VERSE 77

again the benefit of hindsight is not available during the
ultimate stage of the earths existence when the world will have
degenerated from its millennial state the good and the bad will be
separated the lord will take the good fruit to himself and the bad
he will destroy by fire along with the world that spawned it

conclusions
contrary to the statement quoted in the opening paragraph of

this treatise that it is impossible to ascribe a timetable to the
various allegorical scenes all of the past and current periods of the
allegory can be assigned with relative certainty to specific historical
times but however interesting these historical correlations might
be the allegory was delivered with a far greater purpose in mind
namely to explain how it is possible that the jewish people after
having rejected the stone jesus christ upon which they might
build and have safe foundation can ever build upon him that
he may become the head of their comer jacob 415 17 the

answer according to the allegory is simple in the latter days when
the lord of the vineyard sets his hand for the last time to rid this
world of apostasy and evil he will begin by grafting natural
branches into the tame olive trees and by pruning out the more
corrupt parts of israel whether the branch has been grafted into the
tame tree or whether it is one of the original natural branches the
branch must accept the nourishment of the roots the gospel of jesus
christ and produce good fruit in order to stay on the tree that is to
build on the foundation of jesus christ that is how those who have
rejected christ can come to know of his goodness

in addition to this explanation of how the grace of christ can
purge mens souls of evil the allegory holds a specific message for
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
nonallegorical terms the church is the institution through which
members nourish and are nourished by the gospel of jesus christ
with its covenants doctrines and responsibilities if the members
are to be purged of evil and thus remain in the church pride the
loftiness of the vineyard the cause of the great apostasy can have
no place furthermore only in the church can members continue to
let the purging and healing balm of the gospel excise often
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painfully each of their favorite sins consequently for individuals
who are still in the church that is who have not been cut off yet
there is hope for only the worst cases of unregeneracy are pruned
out of the tree

in conjunction with this message the rhetorical question of the
lord of the vineyard should be rephrased to apply to us the present
members of the church Is there any way in which the lord has failed
to provide us with every opportunity to become good fruit v 41 As
our husbandman has he in any measure been found wanting

NOTES

ithoughthough jacob recorded the allegory min jacob 5 the allegory was originally given by zenos
apparently a prophet ofof0ldtestamentoldoid testament times whosewhosewritingswritings werewererecordedrecorded on the brass plates no known
oldoidoldworldworld source mentionshim thoughthoughheisheishelshe is mentioned elsewhere inin the book ofmormonofmormon 1 nephi 19 10

12161216alma3331315347helaman8almaaima 3331315 347 helaman 81919151511lland3nephiand 3 nephi 101610 16 though jacob isis the first author
inm the book of mormon to connect this allegory to zenos jacob was most likely not the first book of
mormon prophet to mention the allegorysallegorys content nephi said that his father lehi spoke about an olive
tree that represented the house ofofisraeiisrael from which branches would be broken offandoffardoffand should be scattered
upon all the face of the earth 1 ne 101210 12

22jacobjacob 441515 18 catherine thomas treated this particular aspect of the allegory min jacobs
allegory the mystery ofofchnstchrist read at the 1988 brigham young university annual book of mormon
symposium unpublished manuscript

3asaas3 As part of the discourse jacob 4 6 of which the allegory isis an integral part jacob does build
on the allegory inin chapter 6 applying it to his audience this discourse however falls short ofexplaining
the time periods and the central message oftheodtheofthe entire discourse though zenos is not mentioned in 1 nephi
10 12 14 nephi records in summary form teachings of lehi that seem to be based on a knowledge of the
allegory johnjohnwW welch has suggested that none of the biblical material for example rom 11 16 24
isis as complete as the version inin the book of mormon and that therefore the biblical accounts draw on an

ancient source perhaps the same source on which the book ofmormon depends personal communication
to author

the best previous correlations can be found in kent P jackson nourished by the good word
ofgodsic6b4ofgod jacob 4 6 mstudiesinscnpturein studies in scripture volume seven I11 nephi totoalmajoalmaalmaaima 29 ed kentpkentkentaP jacksonsaltjacksonwaltjackson saitsalt
lakecitylake city deseret book co 19871987190190igo 94 monte S nyman an ensign to thepeoplethe people salt lake city
deseret book co 1987241987 24 34 and the summary table on page 36 see also joseph fielding mcconkie
and robert L millet doctrinal commentary on the book ofmormonofmormon 12vols salt lake city bookcraft
1988 2462 46 82 ariel crowley about the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city apnpn p 1961 150 52 and
living truthstruthsfromfromfron the bookofmormonof mormon no author listed salt lake city deseret sunday school union
1970 119 26 richard K wilson has prepared a not yet for publication unique and wide ranging
discussion of the allegory of which I1 have a copy

4livingslivingliving truths 123 in spite of the above statement this treatment of the allegory does

assign several of the episodes to historical periods though mcconkie and millet warn inin reference
to jacob 535 3 that the exact historical time period to which zenos isis making reference isis unclear
50 they do suggest correlations

for a convenient summary see nyman ensign to the people 35 table 1 his reasons for the
identifications can be found on pages 22 24 see also the summary inin jackson nourished 190 andbooklandbook
ofmormonofofmormonstudentmanual2dedMormon studentmanualStudentManual ad2d ed saitsaltlakecitysalt lake city the church ofofjesusjesus christ ofoflatterlatter day saints 19811981

140 the interpretations of the elements of the allegory ofzenos inin the 1989 edition of the student manual
are essentially the same as inin the old manual see ppap 47 as4s48 in the text that follows I1 have identified
various symbols used inin the allegory to identify the symbols I1 have consulted the above commentaries
I1 cannot however agree with the usual identification oftheodtheof the lord oftheodtheof the vineyard as jesus christ and the
servant as the prophets I1 believe the lord is god the father and the servant is jesus christ A

complete discussion here of this issueissue would require too much space therefore suffice it to say that the
servant appears to be the same person not a series of persons throughout the allegory it should also be
bomeborne inm mind that the titles used inin the allegory should not necessarily be equated on a one to one basis
with other occurrences of the same title inin other holy writ note that about the book ofmormonof mormon pages
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150 51 uses the generic god and jackson on page 190 uses lord for the lord oftheodtheof the vineyard thus
avoiding the issueissue

6theathethe book ofmormonof mormon student manual 140
chaunceyhaunceyhauncey C riddle suggested to me privately that the roots of the trees represent the variousvarious

scriptural traditions this interpretation happily departs from the progenitor symbol while riddles
suggestion on the surface diverges from the suggestion I1 offer above the two are inm essence very close
his scriptural tradition isis a subset of the gospel traditions because the different scriptural traditions stem
from different gospel traditions iei e old testament new testament book of mormon etc if then the
roots do not represent people but rather the gospel ofjesusof jesus christ then the mainmalnmainmaln branches andor trees also
do not represent individuals but rather could stand for different cultures for this latter observation I1 thank
bruce wilson who inin a private conversation expressed this opinion based at least in part on richard K
wilson unpublished study 30

8foriforfor example this lack of consensus allows the fruit to be called good works the book of
mormon student manual 140 or as I1 would suggest and jackson has written 190 people

9foriforfor the house of israel beginning with abraham and continuing with isaac and jacob see bruce
R mcconkie A new witnesswitnessforfor the articles offaithof faith salt lake city deseret book co 1985 503

israelite history begins not with father jacob who isis israel nor with his tribal descendants who adopted
his name as theirs but with abraham their father in the true and spiritual sense of the terms abraham
was the first hebrew the first israelite and the first jew reviewers to whom I1 have given this paper have
suggested variously that the house of israel began with adam or noah or moses it seems to me that the
allegory makes it clear that only the house ofisraelof israel isis being discussed and that therefore the allegory begins
with the founding of the house of israel

1 othoughthough the bible dictionary oftheodtheof the latter day saint edition oftheodtheofthe holy bible salt lake city
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 636 places the patriarchs inin the first half of the second
millennium BCB c as I1 propose this date isis not unanimous among scholars cyrus H gordon for instance
dates many of the events of the patriarchal narratives to the late bronze age abraham and the
merchants ofofuraefuraura journal ofnearoffearolnear east studies 17 january october 1958 3311 however I1 acceptacceptthethe
likelihood that the pharaoh of the exodus was rameses 11II who reigned inin the middle of the thirteenth
century BCB c such dating would place the eisodus at the very beginning oftheodtheof the late bronze age allowing
with gen 151315 13andexoand exo 12 404001240400 to 430 years for the sojourn inin egypt and would push the thepatriarchspatriarchs
back into the middle bronze age see also nyman ensign to the people 24 for placing the beginning
of the alleailealieallegoryalleporyallegory

1
eorypory at about 1800 BCB c when the twelve sons of jacob were living inin canaan
for this same conclusion see jackson nourished 193 94 the destruction oftheodtheof the earth by fire

after the millennium isis mentioned at least once in the standard works for the great millennium ofwhichofwhich

I1 have spoken by the mouth of my servants shall come for satan shall be bound and when he isis loosed
again he shall only reign for a little season and then cometh the end of the earth and he that liveth inin
righteousness shall be changed inin the twinkling of an eye and the earth shall pass away so as by fire and
the wicked shall go away into unquenchable fire and their end no man knoweth on earth nor ever shall
know until they come before me inin judgment dacd&c 433043 30 33 for the theological underpinnings oftheodtheof the
destruction of the earth by fire see bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city
bookcraft 1966 21021025125 1 the references there to joseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationof salvation comp
bruce R mcconkie 3 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1954 56 1721 72 89 and parley P pratt A voice
ofofwarningwarning and instruction to all people independence mo herald publishing house 19501950chapchap 5

iftheintheif the destruction oftheodtheof the earth by fire mentioned inin verse 77 refers to the destruction by fire before
the millennium see for example mcconkie 692692735735 then one could argue that the end of the allegory
coincides with the beginning oftheodtheof the millennium the unlikelihood ofthisorthisof this interpretation becomes evident
from an internal examination of the allegory As I1 demonstrate below verses 75 and 76 refer to the
millennium therefore verse 77 must refer to the period after the millennium

12nymannyman also divides the allegory into seven periods butweboutwebut we agree on only three oftheodtheof the divisions
he separates the allegory into the following time periods 1 verses 3 14 from jacob to the end of the
prophets about 1800 400 BCB c 2 verse 15 A long time passed away 3 verses 16 28 the ministry
of jesus christ about ADA D 30 34 4 verse 29 A long time passed away 5 verses 30 75 the
restoration about ADA D 1820 to the millennium 6 verse 76 A long time passed away and 7 verse
77 methe end of the earth

131I1 have purposely chosen the phrase day odtheoftheof therhe gentiles because it isis not found min the standard
works or in the history odtheoftheof the church nor was it ever used by the prophet joseph smith as far as I1 can
determine and therefore it should not necessarily be connected with the times of the gentiles spoken
of inin dacd&c 452445 24 30 the allegory speaks of the blood lines inin their respective cultures the branches and
therefore the day oftheodtheof the gentiles isis an apt designation for the only period inin the allegory when the gentiles
who had been grafted into the house of israel do bear good fruit

i4that14ttlat four to six hundred years isis plausible and even probable seems likely from personal
observation of olive trees inin present day palestine like contemporary olive trees it isis likely that ancient
olive trees when cared for properly could not only live for hundreds of years not the decades of most
domestically cultivated trees but could also produce valuable crops for the life oftheodtheofthe tree see also arthur
wallace the allegory of the tame and wild olive trees horticulturally considered in scriptures for
the modern world ed paulpaulrpauerR cheesmancheesmanandcand C wilfred griggs provo utah religious studies center
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brigham young university 19841131984 113 20 therefore iftheintheif the olive tree had waxed old its life would be
measured by centuries

15toto see how jeroboam influenced subsequent Israisraeliteelim history see 2 kings 102910 29 3311
16josiahsjosiahsJosiahs reforms at about 620 BCB c certainly must have been a breath of fresh airair after the

abominations of manasseh 2 kgsggs 22 24 see also 2 chr 33 but it was too little too late
17asAs part of their foreign policy the assyriansAssyrians deported rebellious subjects to areas within their

empireemph e that had previously been partially depopulated because those inhabitants had been rebellious this
relocation policy was meant to discourage other insurrections and make further revolt difficult the
babylonians on the other hand did not shift rebellious subjects around rather they sent all deported
peoples to a central location the land ofbabylonofbabylon thus leaving a vacuum inin the respective homelandshomelands this
practice made it possible for the deportees eventually to return when the babylonian empire collapsed
for this and other reasons the northern kingdom deportees could not return to their homeland but the
jews of the babylonian captivity could

18anan example of the adoption of new cultural elements isis seen inm the fact that the babylonian
calendar isis still used today by jewish people

igwewe can gain some idea ofhowofsowofhow long a long time isis by looking at verse 76 where it isis said that
during the penultimate period of the allegory the lord of the vineyard would gather good fruit for a long
time I1 will argue below that this period isis the millennium accepting this interpretation would indicate
that a ionlonlongiong209 time isis to be measured inin centuries and not inin decades

someome exegetesexegeses of this allegory have found only three transplanted branches taking for their
reason verse 39 where the first second and the last natural branches are mentioned this explanation
disregards the four branches clearly set off with behold these inm verse 20 look hither inin verse 23
look hither inin verse 24 and lookhitherLook hither inin verse 25 and ignores the possibility ofanafanofan extended merism

inin verse 39 the distinct parallelism between 2020232423 24 and 25 cannot be overlooked because verses 23
25 are the only verses in the standard works that contain look and hither together to do away with
the parallel inin verse 24 and combine it with verse 25 would do violence to the poetic structure of the
allegory however whether there are three or four transplanted trees isis not relevant to this discussion
though a conclusion would be necessary before a more detailed explanation of the identities of these
transplants could be made

21living21 living truths 122 23
22therethere isis a slight discrepancy inin the time here if the allegory isis seen as strictly consistent and

chronologically exacting wilson 38 39 also notes this apparent inconsistency the period inin the old
world when the mother tree with gentiles grafted inin bore nothing but good fruit must be placed between
AD 35 and AD 100 yet during this penodperiodnenod the majority of the jews rejected jesus christ and his message
this same time penodperiodnenod inin the new world saw all the people converted unto the lord upon all the face
of the land 4 ne 2 this discrepancy exists only because with the advantage of hindsight we want to
impose on the near eastern allegory our occidental training that insists on logical consistent and
chronological interpretations the telescoping of time and the less than sharp depth of field of received
versions of prophecies should certainly allow us to viewview these episodes as accurate general character-
izationsizations oftheodtheof the historical periods discussed thus we see inm book ofmormon history from roughly 600 BCB c
to ADA D 400 the division ofthisorthisof this transplanted branch oftheodtheof the house ofisraelof israel into the righteous and the apostate
cultures for this same interpretation see jackson 192 the only exception to this division isis a short
interlude when the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites became one people between approximately ADA D 36 and about
AD 190igo1904ne4 ne 19 2211 about 155 years notthenoethenot the traditional 200 years often cited by latter day saints the
new testament on the other hand if we ignore the jews and gentiles who rejected christ and his
messengers presents a fairly unified and righteous community of israelitesofisraelites and gentiles notwithstanding
cultural nftsriftsdrifts and the early signs of apostasy that gave riserise to pauls polemics

231ftheif the allegory isis to be taken literally inm all respects this account would not be the first time
god had threatened to destroy all the inhabitants of the earth gen 676 7 or all of his chosen people
ex 329 11
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